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University, 
start-up 
partner to 
offer online 
courses
By Margaret Baum
@SD_MBaum
SJSU has partnered with a Silicon Valley start-
up to offer online classes as part of a pilot pro-
gram in an effort to improve access to education.
The contract between the University and 
Udacity, a company that creates online college 
courses was signed Jan. 15 at a news conference 
attended by about 200 members of the press and 
SJSU community.
No matter where a student is, her instructors 
know exactly how she’s doing in her class, they 
know her by name and can give her insight into 
how she’s doing in her classes, SJSU president 
Mohammad Qayoumi said during the news con-
ference.
“This is the potential of these massive 
open online courses that everyone is talking 
about,”Qayoumi said. “This is how education can 
truly become green, global and mobile.”
The school’s aim is to “focus like a laser” on 
entry level classes that are so hard for many stu-
dents, he said.
Every year nationally the number of college 
freshmen that leave remedial math is about 1.7 
million, which is roughly equivalent to the popu-
lation of the cities of San Francisco and San Jose 
combined, Qayoumi said.
“This is an important day in American higher 
education, an important day for California, an 
important day for California State University, an 
important day for San Jose State and an impor-
tant day for Udacity,” said Chancellor Timothy 
White, the newly appointed chancellor of the 
CSU.
This partnership represents a step forward, 
said White.
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An employee from Bay Area Tree Service works in a tree above  the Science building on Monday, Jan. 21, 2013  Photo by Rapahel Kluzniok / Spartan Daily
Governor 
Brown 
proposes 
$125.1 million 
to CSU
By Melanie Martinez
@meltinez
Gov. Jerry Brown released his 
2013-2014 state budget proposal 
earlier this month that, if approved, 
would invest $125.1 million in 
funding to the California State Uni-
versity system.
Brown’s budget, proposed Jan. 
10, would also reinstate the $125 
million that was cut from the 2011-
2012 budget last year and was meant 
to be repaid this year after Proposi-
tion 30 was passed in the Novem-
ber election, stated a CSU news 
release.
“I want to thank you (Brown) for 
your courageous budget this year,” 
said CSU Chancellor Timothy P. 
White at a conference Jan. 15. “We 
applaud the governor for his for-
ward thinking.”
White said the CSU system will 
still face many fiscal challenges even 
if the proposed budget is passed.
However, he said the extra state 
funding would provide a step in the 
right direction for progress in the 
higher education system.
Liz Chapin, CSU spokesperson, 
said Brown’s budget proposal may 
change after deliberation with the 
state legislators and the amount 
of money granted to the CSU may 
change come the revised budget in 
May.
“There’s no way to predict 
whether the proposed budget will or 
will not pass,” Chapin said. “Chances 
are it will have some changes made 
to it by the time it is finalized.”
Brown’s budget will go through 
revision in May and will need to 
be finalized by July 1 for the start 
of the 2013-2014 fiscal year, she 
said.
The California State Student 
Association (CSSA) also praised 
Brown’s fiscal support of the CSU 
system in a news release and stated 
that the potential money could 
provide a temporary tuition freeze 
throughout the CSU.
Yet, the news release noted that 
the proposed budget does nothing to 
support the growing need of college 
access, which is a long-term problem 
according to the CSSA.
“Gov. Brown’s budget provides 
much needed relief to the CSU 
system, which was forced to cut 
thousands of jobs, increase class 
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CSU system sees record increase in 
number of applicants for Fall 2013
By Jonathan Roisman
@JonRoisman
Despite budget cuts and tu-
ition increases nearly every year 
over the past decade, the Califor-
nia State University system re-
ceived a record number of under-
graduate applications for the Fall 
2013 semester.
Applications from students 
to attend CSU campuses this 
fall rose 12 percent from last 
year, said CSU spokesperson Liz 
Chapin.
Close to 295,000 students sub-
mitted more than 763,000 total 
applications to the 23 CSU cam-
puses for the fall semester, Chapin 
said.
The increase in applications 
received at all of the CSU cam-
puses set a record for a fourth 
straight year, according to a news 
release last month from the CSU’s 
Chancellor Office, and all 23 
campuses.
Every ethnic group saw a 
rise in undergraduate applica-
tions, according to the news 
release.
“The public demand for higher 
education has never been greater,” 
said Nathan Evans, di-
rector of CSU Enroll-
ment Management 
Services, “yet the uni-
versity struggles to 
meet that demand in a 
climate of unreliable 
state funding.”
Freshmen appli-
cations at SJSU rose 
nearly 10 percent from 
24,690 last year to 
27,127 this year, Chap-
in said.
The percentage of 
transfer applications 
received by SJSU rose 
close to 22 percent, 
from 12,604 last year 
to 15,351 this year.
The CSU system also saw a 
large increase in graduate student 
applications.
Applications at all 23 cam-
puses rose from 13,959 in 2012 to 
16,923 this year, and from 1,160 
last year at SJSU to 1,302 this year, 
Chapin said.
SJSU officials did not respond to 
phone calls or emails 
regarding the increase 
in applications and its 
possible effect on cur-
rent students.
Chapin said that a 
number of students 
who are accepted 
into the CSU system 
attend college else-
where and that each 
CSU campus tries 
to help its students 
graduate in a timely 
manner.
She also said ap-
plications could have 
risen for the Fall 
2013 semester be-
cause most CSU cam-
puses closed admission for Spring 
2013.
Chapin said the CSU would de-
cide some time this year whether 
to admit students for Spring 2014.
“The majority of programs re-
lated to helping students gradu-
ate on time are specific to each 
campus,” Chapin said. “However, 
other programs implemented by 
the CSU will have outcomes that 
include a speedier track to gradu-
ation.”
She said the Early Start pro-
gram prepares incoming freshmen 
by letting them start entry-level 
math and English classes before 
their first college semester so they 
can bypass remedial courses.
The cost to attend a CSU for 
undergraduate students has risen 
from $1,428 annually in 2001-02 
to $5,472 in 2011-12, which does 
not include campus specific fees, 
according to the CSU Chancellor’s 
Office.
Tuition costs for the 2012-13 
school year remained at $5,472 
due to the passage of Proposition 
30, Gov. Jerry Brown’s tax initia-
tive, on the state’s ballot last No-
vember.
Jonathan Roisman is the Spar-
tan Daily online editor. 
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SJSU Crime Log
1/1 - 1/13
The following items are selected from the 
University Police Department daily crime 
log. Times shown are when the incidents 
were reported to police.
Tuesday, January 1, 2013
• 2:23 a.m.  Tower Hall: Disorderly 
Conduct. 
An officer was flagged down 
regarding an unidentified suspect who 
threw an object at a passing vehicle. 
Officers attempted to contact the 
subject, however, he fled from police. 
Subject was later apprehended. Subject 
was extremely intoxicated and was 
booked into county jail.
• 2:34 a.m. Campus Village B: Vandalism.
Police were dispatched to a fire 
alarm. No fire was located. Unknown 
suspects damaged some property and 
discharged a fire extinguisher, causing 
the fire alarms to sound. A report was 
taken for documentation purposes.
Sunday, January 13, 2013
• 2:59 p.m.  Martin Luther King, Jr. 
Library: Solicit Lewd Act. 
A police officer responded to a report 
of a person committing a lewd act. 
The unidentified person was arrested 
for a committing a lewd act in public, 
resisting or delaying a peace officer 
and assault and battery on a security 
officer.
Information compiled from SJSU police department
Associated Students supports ban on smoking
By Melanie Martinez
 @meltinez
SJSU may soon enact a 
100 percent smoking ban on 
campus, following the ex-
amples of local Santa Clara 
County community colleges 
and other universities na-
tionwide.
According to a resolu-
tion passed and adopted by 
the Associated Students on 
Dec. 12, the student govern-
ment now supports a com-
plete ban on smoking on
 campus.
“Currently, smoking is 
banned within 25 feet of 
buildings,” said Academic 
Senate Chair Beth Von Till. 
“But we see people violating 
that rule regularly.”
The resolution in sup-
port of the smoking ban lists 
the dangers of secondhand 
smoke, even outside, and 
the increase of cigarette lit-
ter on campus as reasons for 
the proposed elimination of 
smoking.
“I am fully in favor of 
becoming a smoke-free cam-
pus,” Von Till said.
A majority of students 
and faculty also appear to 
agree with Von Till, accord-
ing to a Fall 2011 campus-
wide study conducted by 
the group Campuses United 
and Organized for Good
 Health.
The purpose of the study 
was to inquire about the use 
of tobacco on campus and 
found that 64 percent of 
those surveyed were in favor 
of a complete ban of smok-
ing on campus.
However, the study showed 
that even more people, 77 
percent, were in support of 
a smoke free campus that 
included designated smok-
ing areas to help eliminate 
widespread second hand 
smoke.
Some college campuses 
have created an alternative 
to the complete smoking ban 
by creating specified smok-
ing areas around campus, 
said Von Till.
According to the survey, 
the designated smoking ar-
eas on campus would reduce 
the number of students who 
would be exposed to second-
hand smoke.
“In having a ... campus 
with designated smoking ar-
eas is a great idea,” said a par-
ticipant of the survey in an 
anonymous comment. “Not 
only would they (smokers) 
be respecting the people that 
don’t smoke but we are also 
respecting those who need to 
smoke by providing them an 
area.”
While only 13 percent of 
the survey participants had 
used tobacco products with-
in the past 30 days, the ma-
jority of smoking occurred 
either outside buildings or 
on walkways where other 
students and faculty may 
be exposed to secondhand 
smoke.
Though most of the sur-
veyed smokers said, “I try 
to find an area where there 
aren’t other people around 
me,” and try to stay courte-
ous to others by remaining, 
“hidden from people (when 
smoking).”
An official decision 
whether or not to ban smok-
ing on campus or to increase 
the smoking restrictions has 
not been made, but the de-
bate has been long in talks 
among those involved in 
campus planning said Pat 
Lopes Harris, director of 
media relations.
“This discussion has been 
going on for nearly eight 
years,” Harris said. “It sounds 
like (the smoking ban) might 
pass, but it all depends on 
who’s running things.”
According to Laurie Mor-
gan, the associate director 
for campus wellness, Presi-
dent Mohammad Qayoumi 
is the one who will eventu-
ally make the final decision 
on the smoking ban.
“Ultimately, it’s up for 
the president to decide on 
the ban even though A.S. is 
in support,” Morgan said.
According to Morgan, 
there is no deadline for a de-
cision on the smoking ban 
from Qayoumi, so the cur-
rent regulation that requires 
smokers to remain 25 feet 
from buildings may remain 
indefinitely.
While many universities 
nationwide and the UC sys-
tem banned smoking, she 
said that the CSU system 
is falling short of progress 
comparatively.
Moreover, she said that 
some university campuses 
that have banned or regulat-
ed smoking are in the South 
where tobacco remains a 
profitable crop.
“So many campuses have 
regulated smoking, yet here 
we are in the state of Califor-
nia and we have this situa-
tion,” Morgan said. “There 
aren’t a lot of CSU’s that are 
smoke free.”
The whole state received 
a failing grade by the Lung 
Association’s 2013 “State of 
Tobacco Report,” released on 
Jan. 16.
The report showed that 
California has fallen short 
in funding various smoking 
cessation programs and has 
not raised cigarette taxes 
since 1999.
Cessation programs and 
support groups, however, are 
readily available for students 
and faculty on campus through 
the Health Center, said Roger 
Elrod, director of the health 
center.
“There are cessation pro-
grams on campus for both 
faculty and staff,” Elrod 
said. “Currently we’re look-
ing for ways to expand those 
programs.”
Morgan said that the 
Health Center made these 
programs available for stu-
dents in Fall 2011 and about 
15 students per semester 
take advantage of the ser-
vices.
According to Morgan, 
more students may request 
services if group sessions 
were available and that most 
students are unaware of the 
help the health center offers.
“The thing with cessation 
is that it’s not a one-time 
thing,” she said. “Most of the 
time it takes multiple ses-
sions to quit.”
Morgan said that both 
A.S. and Academic Senate 
have taken a strong anti-
smoking stance, but there is 
no certainty if or when the 
ban will pass.
“At this point it may not 
be a top priority for the pres-
ident, who probably has his 
hands full with budget mat-
ters,” Morgan said. “But with 
such strong information 
from A.S. he could possibly 
make a decision sometime 
soon.”
Melanie Martinez is the 
Spartan Daily managing edi-
tor. 
SMOKING
Bookstore offers option for payment 
through student MySJSU accounts
By David Wong
@davidleedwong
Students seeking to make 
purchases at the Spartan Book-
store now have an alternative 
payment method available to 
them through their MySJSU ac-
counts.
“It’s very convenient and 
easy: (students) just flash their 
tower ID, we have the account 
already built into our system, so 
it’s very seamless, fast and easy,” 
said Ryland Metzinger, direc-
tor of the Spartan Bookstore.
The payment system, which 
was first implemented in Au-
gust, allows students to charge 
up to $900 with their MySJSU 
student bookstore account and 
use it on the store’s website as 
well as at the physical location, 
according to Metzinger. 
This payment method is 
open to students three weeks 
before and three weeks after the 
first day of classes and they are 
able to purchase textbooks, sup-
plies, computers, and tablets on 
their accounts, Metzinger said. 
“Basically they get billed 
by the Bursar and they have 
to pay usually in the middle of 
September in the fall and in the 
middle of March in the spring,” 
he said.
According to the release 
form that students must sign 
before they can use this pay-
ment method, charges may be 
repaid by any financial aid a 
student receives,  along with the 
billing of a third party, if a stu-
dent is sponsored.
If those charges are not 
paid by the expected due date 
then the student’s account 
will be placed on hold — which 
prevents class registration, re-
ceiving transcripts and their 
diploma.
TEXTBOOKS
Often times, students do 
not get their financial aid 
checks until after the first day 
of classes, and when their fi-
nancial aid comes they’re able 
to pay the bookstore charges, 
according to Metzinger.
Senior anthropology ma-
jor Carlos Bean said he was not 
going to use his MySJSU book-
store account, but thought it 
would useful for other students.
“First of all, I didn’t know 
that we got $900 credit ... you 
can buy basically anything — 
you can buy books, you can buy 
iPads, you can buy $900 worth 
of candy,” Bean said.
Metzinger said this pay-
ment method is convenient 
and fast in terms of transac-
tion speeds, compared to using 
credit or debit cards. 
“Its been very well-received 
and about 160,000 of our sales 
(in the fall) were student ac-
count sales and we anticipate 
doubling or tripling that this 
semester,” Metzinger said.
According to Metzinger, it’s 
uncommon for a large public 
university to implement this 
payment method: a few private 
schools use it, with the inher-
ent risk that if the students get 
charged at the bookstore and 
don’t pay, the university is li-
able for that money.
Students like senior psy-
chology major David Faria are 
receptive to the new offering.
“That’s great, because I don’t 
have $600 or $700 or $800 to 
drop on books before I get my 
financial aid — I normally don’t 
even order my books until 
school starts,” Faria said.
According to Faria, how-
ever, there is always the temp-
tation to misuse the account to 
buy a tablet computer instead 
of necessities, such as books.  
David Wong is a Spartan 
Daily copy editor. 
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Horror flick ‘Mama’ offers 
more fluff than fright
MOVIE REVIEW
By Christina Molina
@ms_cmolina
Disclaimer: this review does contain some 
spoilers.
Looking to save $10 on a stub for the latest 
horror flick? 
This review may do you justice.
It was intriguing to see the amount of peo-
ple wanting to see the film “Mama.” 
I too, was interested, since I would look 
away and mute the television whenever the 
commercial came on.
I even chose to watch it at night to get the 
full effect of fright but, to my surprise, I was 
left unimpressed.
Pardon my disappointment in the sup-
posed exciting new supernatural thriller, as 
there was nothing exciting or thrilling about 
it.
Granted, “Mama” is no critically 
acclaimed horror film. 
However, the fact that it lacked a sensible 
amount of serious spook, even for someone 
as easily frightened as me, leads me to decline 
any intent to recommend this film for horror 
enthusiasts or even a date night.
I will say the storyline during the first 
half-hour of the hour and 40-minute film was 
mildly intriguing.
It was eerie and dark, which is the route 
any scary movie should take when setting up 
a horror plot.
The film illustrates the unfortunate fate 
of two young girls whose father just killed 
their mother, escapes to the woods with them 
and intends to kill the girls. 
He is heroically stopped by an evil ghost 
referred to as “mama.”  
The young girls are discovered after five 
years, and are taken in by their uncle and his 
girlfriend.
Haunting occurrences follow as the story 
unravels as to what and why this evil spirit 
continues to torment the family.
There weren’t many of the typical scary 
objects popping out in the beginning, which 
actually made the story enjoyable to follow.
However, when things did start appearing 
out of every dark corner in the movie, I be-
came less scared and more indifferent.
I looked around the theater to see more 
head nodding and laughs than actual scares 
toward the middle and end of the movie. 
This only reassured my thoughts while the 
movie was still playing; “Mama” did not have 
much going for it. 
One major component behind the uprise 
of the evil “mama” was her jumping off a cliff 
with her baby. 
She falls to a watery grave while the baby 
hits a tree.
Guiltily, I laughed because I instantly 
thought of “Scary Movie 3,” where the scene 
does a spoof on “The Ring” with the woman 
jumping from the cliff and landing on a tree 
trunk.
I later came to the conclusion that any 
movie that reminds you of another, only to 
distract you from the film playing in front of 
you, is likely not a good film at all.
Most intents to scare in “Mama” were fair-
ly predictable, whether it was a still frame of 
a dark corner or of a creepy object that sud-
denly jumped out at you.
Predictability then became funny and 
then less humorous and more cheesy.
In my opinion, the ending is everything, 
which is where “Mama” really flopped.
My friends and I agreed, the final scenes 
of the film, which went from scary to soap 
opera, turned “Mama” from mildly enter-
taining to mediocre.
The most unsettling part of the film was 
one child gets sacrificed and everyone seems 
to be okay with it.
I struggled with “Mama” from beginning 
to end. 
Despite its interesting start, the overall 
production lacked creativity and solid scares.
I would never turn someone away from a 
flick, since we all have our own opinions for 
what is horror movie acceptable. 
However, before entering the theater this 
time around, you may want to lower the bar 
of expectations a bit.
Christina Molina is the Spartan Daily A&E 
editor.
The supernatural horror film ‘Mama’, directed by Andrés Muschietti, was released nationwide on Jan. 18. 
Photo courtesy of apnatimepast.com
RECIPE
Prep Time: 15 minutes
Cook Time: 25 minutes
Ingredients:
•  1 large portobello mushroom, stem 
removed
•  ½ cup mozzarella cheese
•  1 tablespoon spaghetti sauce
•  ½ tablespoon sliced black olives
•  4 slices pepperoni sausage
•  1 clove garlic, chopped
Directions:
• Preheat the oven to 375 degrees F 
•  Place the mushroom on a baking sheet, 
and bake for 5 minutes in the preheated 
oven. 
• Remove from the oven, and spread spa-
ghetti sauce in the cup of the cap. 
•  Top with cheese, olives, pepperoni and 
garlic.
•  Bake for an additional 20 minutes, or 
until cheese is melted and golden.
Personal Portobello Pizza 
Photo by Margaret Baum
@SD_mbaum
Recipe courtesy of allrecipes.com
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sizes and raise tuition due to the drastic cuts 
in its budget the last five years,” said Pedro 
Ramirez, vice president of legislative affairs 
for the CSSA.
“CSSA will adopt an official position on 
the Governor’s budget at its Jan. 20 plenary 
(session) and I am hopeful that the Governor 
and the legislature will include student in-
put during the budget negotiation process,” 
he said.
Despite the possible increase in funding, 
the CSSA release states that current state 
funding still remains at 2000-2001 levels, 
which is low compared to the increase of stu-
dents within the past decade.
There are now more than 90,000 students 
attending CSU schools since 2000-2001 and 
funding has not grown to accommodate the 
increase of students, according to the CSSA.
Collectively, the potential support in state 
funding for the CSU system for the 2013-
2014 fiscal year is $2.2 billion, according to 
the CSU news release.
Though, the $2.2 billion worth of fund-
ing is less than previous years and is a result 
of more than 30 percent of state funding cuts 
since 2007, Chapin said.
“In 2007-2008, the state funding for the 
CSU was $2.97 billion,” she said. “In 2012-
2013 the CSU was given $2.6 billion, which 
was about $1 billion worth of cuts.”
In addition to the $125.1 million in the 
proposed budget, the news release stated 
the governor sectioned off $10 million to 
fund online strategies and programs that 
will help students through “bottleneck” 
courses.
According to the release, “bottleneck” 
courses are often over-crowded lower-divi-
sion general education requirements, high 
demand classes or prerequisites for popular 
majors.
Chapin said the CSU Board of Trust-
ees met to discuss the budget and how to 
disperse the $10 million sanctioned for 
“bottleneck” courses on Tuesday.
The state funding for the CSU is 7 per-
cent of the entire 2013-2014 state budget 
and is subject to change by May, stated the 
release.
“The CSU has certainly been challenged 
over the past several years with the drop 
in state support due to the state’s linger-
ing recession,” said White.  “However, with 
finances more stable in the near term now 
that Proposition 30 has passed, we are cau-
tiously optimistic that the CSU’s budget 
will begin to turn around. We look for-
ward to working with the Governor and 
legislature during the upcoming budget 
hearings.”
Melanie Martinez is the Spartan Daily 
managing editor. 
Proposal: Universities could benefit from possible budget plan
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of SJSU students
use alternative
transportation 
including VTA buses and 
trains, regional transit,
carpooling and biking
49%
By Tommy McCormick
Cars file into the Seventh 
Street parking garage, their 
drivers scanning their eyes 
to find a spot, they travel 
through the parking struc-
ture all the while hoping to 
make it to class on time.
Some will be so fortunate, 
while others will continue 
out of the garage and onto 
the streets or other parking 
structures around campus in 
search of a spot.
Of the 34,130 students en-
rolled at San Jose State in the 
Fall 2011 semester, 16,553 stu-
dents used alternative means 
of transportation including 
carpool, Valley Transportation 
Authority light rail and buses, 
bicycling and regional transit, 
while 12,958 students com-
muted by driving alone, ac-
cording to the 2011 Fall survey 
report from Transportation 
Solutions, a transportation 
program on campus.
Junior business major 
Colton Tang said last semes-
ter was his first time driv-
ing to campus and he soon 
caught on to how difficult it 
is to find a parking spot in a 
reasonable time frame.
“All the garages are pretty 
much always full, unless you 
are pulling in when a rush of 
people get out of class," Tang 
said.
He said the parking garag-
es are chaotic and frustrating.
“It’s really annoying when 
you end up being late to class 
by 20 minutes because you 
were circling the Seventh 
Street garage.”
According to the trans-
portation solutions 2011 
commuter survey, 12,765 
students drove to campus 
alone and most of them head-
ed to the 4,125 spaces avail-
able for general parking.
“You really have to pick 
your classes at good times so 
that you can avoid the messy 
garages,” said Dean Barker, a 
junior mechanical engineer-
ing major.
Barker said early morning 
or late afternoon are the ideal 
class times for students who 
are looking to easily find a 
parking spot in a garage.
“If you end up having 
to come at more common 
times, like midmorning or 
early afternoon, you might 
as well just park somewhere 
on the street because you are 
not going to find a spot,” he 
said.
Three garages are open to 
commuters around campus: 
located on Seventh and East 
San Salvador, Fourth and East 
San Salvador and 10th and 
East San Fernando streets, 
according to SJSU parking 
services.
Transportation Services, 
located on campus on the first 
floor of the Student Union, 
reports that it has recorded 
commuting surveys dating 
from 2001 to 2011 and asks 
students how they commute 
and if their means of trans-
portation are convenient.
The report showed an increase 
in alternative transportation 
by 1.8 percent or 297 students, 
bringing the total number of 
alternative transportation us-
ers to 48.5 percent, or 16,553 
students.
The report also stated that 
31.1 percent or 11,314 riders 
used VTA as a means of trans-
portation.
This number, along with 
the percentage of commuters 
who bike to SJSU, has gone up 
in the past year.
The VTA buses and light 
rails have seen a 1.8 percent 
increase in riders since 2010, 
while bicycling to campus has 
increased by more than 2 per-
cent since 2004, according to 
the report.
“You know, it seems like 
since 2010, more and more 
people have been using the 
VTA buses,” said senior busi-
ness major Michael Hernan-
dez.
Hernandez said he has 
been commuting to SJSU by 
bus to get to and from Cuper-
tino for three years.
“Sometimes a bus is late, 
but it’s not that bad,” he said. 
“I usually just get homework 
done while I wait.”
Hernandez said that the 
increase in VTA users has 
caused crowded bus rides 
though, which he said is a 
slight inconvenience.
VTA users and drivers 
alike share the pain of traffic, 
which can make them late for 
classes, or even work, some 
students said.
“I work at Safeway after 
school pretty much every day, 
and I have definitely been late 
for work because a bus didn’t 
come at it's scheduled time 
and I had to catch the next 
one,” Hernandez said.  “Luck-
ily, my boss understands.  He 
knows the commute isn’t 
easy.”
But for other students 
this is not the case, and it 
can be tough to find a spot 
when students have a mid-
morning class and the lot is 
full.
Sophomore business ma-
jor Kelly Newman said she is 
all too familiar with the prob-
lem.
“I actually had a class 
last semester that I was just 
about always late to because 
I could never find park-
ing for my 9:30 a.m. class,” 
Newman said.  “Sometimes 
it’s so packed that it might 
take 10 minutes just to get 
to the top level and find no 
parking.”
There are four types of 
permits that can be pur-
chased by commuters: One 
day a week, two days a week, 
the academic semester per-
mit and the park and ride per-
mit, according to the parking 
services website.
The website also gives the 
prices of each permit, by se-
mester for students to pur-
chase.
One day a week permits are 
$85, two day a week permits 
are $152, academic semester 
permits are $192 and the park 
and ride permits are $96.
The purchasing of one of 
the four permits allows for 
parking in any of the three 
general parking garages lo-
cated on campus.
The website also shows 
additional means of trans-
portation for those without a 
car, such as the vanpool pro-
gram, shuttle services and use 
of the VTA buses and light 
rails.
These programs are set up 
to serve the alternate com-
mute needs of not only stu-
dents, but faculty as well, ac-
cording to parking services.
Senior art major Max Li 
said that he recommends stu-
dents do develop a game plan 
“These are bottleneck 
courses,” said White. “Ev-
eryone needs them to move 
forward. They are in high 
demand.”
Three classes will be of-
fered through the pilot pro-
gram, including algebra, re-
medial math and statistics 
courses, according to Pro-
vost Ellen Junn.
There will be five profes-
sors teaching three courses, 
she said.
Registration for the 
courses began Tuesday af-
ter the press conference and 
classes will start Jan. 30, ac-
cording to President Qay-
oumi.
The courses will be of-
fered at a cost of $150 a course 
with no federal or state sub-
sides and 100 students will be 
able to register for each class, 
he said.
According to Qayoumi, 
the classes will eventually be 
available for high school and 
community college students 
as well.
Co-founder of Udacity, 
Sebastian Thrun, said Gov. 
Jerry Brown approached 
him on June 16 to ask for his
 help.
“We spent about an 
hour on the phone and that 
hour changed my life,” said 
Thrun. “I believe this pro-
gram, this pilot if it’s suc-
cessful has the chance to 
change the life of Califor-
nians.”
According to Brown, only 
16 percent of the students 
at Cal State get out in four 
years.
“The longer you stay the 
more you spend,” he said.
This is a huge problem 
with student debt approach-
ing a trillion dollars, Brown 
said.
Online courses are a part 
of that solution, he said.
“We are talking about our 
society, our future and how 
we can all improve our skills,” 
he said.
California keeps chang-
ing, said Brown. “The goal is 
to empower more people, to 
reach out and make educa-
tion accessible.”
Margaret Baum is the 
Spartan Daily executive edi-
tor.  
Online: Pilot program offers remedial classes
FROM PAGE 1
Another 
way to 
get there
TRANSPORTATION
Follow us on Twitter!
@SpartanDaily
According to the fall survey report from Transportation Solutions, 11,314 students use VTA. Photo taken April 22, 2012. Photo by 
Leo Postovoit / Spartan Daily
Information from the 2011 Fall survey report from 
Transportation Solutions. Graphic by Stephanie Barraza 
and Leo Postovoit / Spartan Daily
if they want to drive to cam-
pus and still make it to class 
on time.
“It’s not easy to find a 
spot during rush hours,” 
Li said. “You really need to 
know what the best time is to 
pick classes so you can avoid 
traffic and get to class on 
time.”
Tommy McCormick is a 
contributing writer. 
Students find 
alternatives in 
traveling to SJSU
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Hockey is finally back, but color me unimpressed
By Dennis Biles
 @Denny149
Hockey is finally back
After more than four months of conten-
tious negotiations that often resembled im-
mature playground bickering more than seri-
ous business talks, the players and owners of 
the National Hockey League came to an agree-
ment that salvaged the 2012-13 season.
The truncated 48-game season officially 
began on Saturday.
If you’re one of the frustrated fans that 
spent the past few months in a rage over the 
lockout that threatened to kill the season, the 
announcement of a deal on Jan. 6 must have 
seemed like a slightly late, but very welcome, 
Christmas present.
If you’re like me you did your best McKayla 
Maroney impression upon hearing the news.
This is something that should have been 
announced long before the last agreement ex-
pired in September.
Maybe I’m just cynical by nature, but I’m 
just not all that excited that everybody finally 
got their acts together and figured out how to 
divide up $3.2 billion in profits.
According to Forbes, that’s what the NHL 
made in 2011-12, it’s seventh straight year of 
increasing revenue.
Perhaps I don’t understand enough about 
business and economics, but I fail to compre-
hend how an industry that keeps nailing down 
record profits fell victim to its second work 
stoppage in less than a decade.
I thought everybody is happy when they’re 
getting paid?
The last labor dispute wiped out the entire 
2004-05 season, stained the league’s image 
and alienated the fans.
Incredibly, despite the great deal of dam-
age that was done, the NHL was able to turn 
a negative into a positive and introduced a 
number of rule changes and new ideas that 
made the game faster and more enjoyable and 
brought the fans back in droves.
In a warped way, that strike seemed like a 
good thing since it dramatically changed the 
NHL by forcing the powers that be to inject 
new life into the stagnant bloodstream.
The league entered a new era of financial 
prosperity after coming so close to destruction.
And yet, despite the record profits and the 
packed arenas, the league just didn’t seem to 
want to keep a good thing going.
Now, even though the season has been 
saved, you have to think that there are many 
fans, both casual and hardcore, who are tiring 
of the constant labor strife in hockey and in 
the sports realm.
In 2011, both the National Football League 
and National Basketball Association were be-
set by lockouts, with the NBA losing 14 games 
of the 2011-12 season.
This past year, football fans were incensed 
further after a labor disagreement between 
the NFL and the referees’ union resulted in re-
placement officials butchering the first three 
weeks of the season.
Even though all of those disputes were 
resolved and the respective leagues have re-
turned to business as usual, there is still plenty 
of residual resentment among fans.
Many of the people I’ve talked to share my 
bewilderment as to how billion dollar indus-
tries with rabid consumers can’t avoid arguing 
over money.
Even as a casual hockey fan, it pisses me 
off to think that a bunch of people who are 
wealthier than me can’t decide how to con-
tinue to be wealthy.
Interestingly, Major League Baseball, with 
its lengthy history of labor disputes, has man-
aged to avoid any since the infamous strike of 
1994 that wiped out the World Series.
As a lifelong baseball fan and current A’s 
season ticket holder, I know very well how 
badly the strike affected the game of baseball.
Attendance plummeted as the nation be-
gan diverting its attention to other sports.
To this very day almost 20 years later, I still 
encounter bitter people who refuse to go to an-
other game.
Baseball has obviously recovered since 
then, but it seems like the lessons we should 
have learned from then didn’t quite resonate 
with those in power in the other leagues.
No matter how dedicated the fans are, the 
fact is that everybody has a point where they 
don’t want to give any more money to a busi-
ness that keeps giving them the shaft.
From the looks of things so far, hockey 
fans don’t seem close to revolt, but that could 
all change if there are any more problems over 
the next few years.
More importantly, unlike the last lockout, 
there doesn’t seem to be any clear cut winners 
in this resolution.
While the owners were successful in reduc-
ing the percentage of profits given to the play-
ers and seemingly came out on top, I believe 
the negative publicity generated will take a 
bite out of revenue in the coming months and 
re-enforces many of the negative sentiments 
that blue collar fans have about billionaire 
owners and millionaire players.
As someone who sometimes questions 
myself for the amount of time and money I 
dedicate to sports, labor disputes just give me, 
more reason to wonder if it’s all worth it.
At some point, we may finally decide that 
it’s not.
Dennis Biles is the Spartan Daily sports 
editor.
COMMENTARY
After a four-month lockout that threatened to wipe out the season, the NHL finally got back on the ice on Jan. 22. Photo taken Sunday, May 15, 2011 by Stuart Davis / Postmedia News
Spartan tennis team defeats Cal 
State Fullerton 5-2 on the road
Compiled from SJSU Athletics
The San Jose State women’s tennis team 
won four singles and two double matches in 
defeating Cal State Fullerton, 5-2, in a non-
conference dual match at the Titan Courts in 
Fullerton.
Sophomores Klaudia Boczova, Erica Med-
lin, and Julianna Bacelar each won their sin-
gles match in straight sets and helped earn the 
doubles point in the Spartans’ win.
The victory evens up the Spartans’ overall 
record at 1-1.
Boczova and Medlin, playing No. 1 doubles, 
and Bacelar and sophomore Jessica Willett, at 
No. 3, each won their match for the first point 
of the contest.
Boczova won at No. 1 singles, defeating se-
nior Tiffany Mai, 6-1, 6-0.
Medlin, at No. 4 singles, topped senior Mal-
orie de la Cruz, 6-3, 6-0 and Bacelar, playing at 
No. 5, defeated sophomore Kalika Slevcove, 
6-4, 6-0.
Senior Chau Truong’s 6-1, 6-1 straight sets 
win over senior Monica Rodriguez was her 
98th career victory at SJSU.
“We did a good job with our doubles today 
and finishing our road trip with a win is al-
ways positive,” said head coach Sylvain Mal-
roux. “We had some good matches and we are 
looking forward to come home and play Satur-
day against UTEP.”
The Spartans host the University of Texas 
at El Paso on Saturday at 12 p.m.
TENNIS
Mountain West Conference 
rolls out new football divisions
FOOTBALL
By Dennis Biles
 @Denny149
With San Jose State and 
Utah State set to become 
members of the Mountain 
West Conference in July, 
the conference announced 
yesterday that it will split 
its 12 football teams into 
two divisions next season 
and will play a champion-
ship game in December.
The divisions will be called 
the Mountain and West divi-
sions, with SJSU being placed 
in the West Division.
Joining the Spartans in the 
West Division will be Fresno 
State, University of Hawaii, 
University of Nevada, San Di-
ego State and UNLV.
The Mountain Division 
will have Air Force, Boise State, 
Colorado State, University of 
New Mexico, Utah State and 
University of Wyoming.
Each team in the confer-
ence will play five games 
within their division and 
three cross-divisional games 
each season.
The conference champi-
onship is scheduled to be held 
on Dec. 7 at the home sta-
dium of the team that has the 
highest ranking in the Bowl 
Championship Series stand-
ings.
There will not be divisions 
for Mountain West men’s 
and women’s basketball. The 
teams will play an 18-game 
Conference schedule that 
will include home and home 
games with eight opponents 
and single-play games against 
a rotation of two remaining 
teams in the Conference.
 Dennis Biles is the Spartan 
Daily sports editor.
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Spartan Schedule
Basketball (Men)
- Thursday, Jan. 24 vs. Louisiana Tech, 7 p.m.
- Saturday, Jan. 26 vs. UT Arlington, 7 p.m.
- Thursday, Jan. 31 at Seattle University, 7 p.m.
- Saturday, Feb. 2 at Idaho, 7:05 p.m.
Basketball (Women)
- Thursday, Jan. 24 at Louisiana Tech 7, p.m.
- Saturday, Jan. 26 at UT Arlington, 6 p.m.
- Thursday, Jan. 31 vs. Seattle University, 7 p.m.
- Saturday, Feb. 2 vs. Idaho, 2 p.m.
Gymnastics
- Friday, Jan. 25 at Sacramento State, 7 p.m.
- Saturday, Feb. 2 at Denver, 5 p.m.
- Friday, Feb. 8 at Seattle Pacific, 7 p.m.
Walt McPherson, all-time leader in SJSU basketball wins, dies
Among his various accomplishments, Walt McPherson accumulated 264 wins in his 17 seasons as the men’s head basketball 
coach and had the SJSU home court in the Event Center renamed in his honor in 2003. He was also inducted into the San Jose 
Sports Hall of Fame three years later.  Spartan Daily Archive Photo
By Dennis Biles
 @Denny149
Walt McPherson, the all-
time leader in career basket-
ball wins for San Jose State 
and the man whose name 
graces the home court of the 
Spartans, died at the age of 96 
in Santa Rosa.
McPherson coached the 
basketball team for 17 sea-
sons (1940-1942, 1945-1960) 
and accumulated 264 career 
victories. 
In addition to his suc-
cess as a basketball coach, 
McPherson guided the golf 
team to a national champion-
ship in 1948.
McPherson is the only San 
Jose State men’s basketball 
coach to direct three Spartan 
teams to 20-win seasons (1948, 
1949, 1950). 
The Spartans were the first 
West Coast member at-large to 
participate in an NCAA Tour-
nament.
After retiring from coach-
ing in 1960, McPherson 
served as the athletic director 
in 1960 and the director of 
physical education from 1960 
- 1968.
He also served as the com-
missioner of the West Coast 
Athletic Conference, now 
known as the West Coast Con-
ference, while working as the 
director of physical education 
for the school.
In December 2003, The 
Event Center basketball floor 
was renamed Walt McPherson 
Court in recognition of his ac-
complishments at SJSU.
He was inducted into the 
San Jose Sports Hall of Fame 
in 2006.
Born Dec. 5, 1916 in San 
Jose, McPherson was a 1939 
OBITUARY
graduate of SJSU.
“He’s one of the great-
est people I’ve ever known,” 
Gene Menges, head coach of 
the baseball team from 1970 
- 1986, said. “His ability to get 
along with people was out-
standing. I have nothing but 
the highest regard for him.”
McPherson enrolled in 
SJSU in 1934 and played var-
sity football, baseball, and 
basketball.
He played fullback for the 
football team from 1936 - 
1938, and served as a captain 
for the 1938 squad that com-
piled an 11-1 record.
That same year, he mar-
ried childhood friend Frances 
Gibson.
McPherson was immedi-
ately hired as head coach of 
the SJSU freshman baseball 
team upon graduating.
The next year he was 
added as an assistant on the 
football staff, and in 1940 
he became the head basket-
ball coach.
Navy service in World 
War II interrupted McPher-
son’s tenure at SJSU, but he 
returned in 1945 and contin-
ued to coach baseball, basket-
ball and golf until his retire-
ment from coaching.
He is preceded in death 
by his wife Frances and his 
sister Doris Enman. 
He is succeeded by his 
daughter Sandra McPher-
son of Davis and son Bill 
McPherson of Rohnert Park, 
by grandchildren Phoebe 
Carlile, Amanda Lawlor, Jesse 
McPherson, Harmony Suess, 
Peter McPherson, and Molly 
McPherson; and 11 great-
grandchildren.
Dennis Biles is the Spartan 
Daily sports editor..
Follow us on Twitter!
@SpartanDaily
Fourth Street Garage
Only $175 for SJSU Students
Parking 
Made Easy  
Second & San Carlos Street Garage
Only $160 for SJSU Students
Spring semester permits are valid January 15 
through May 31. Permits are available 
for purchase at garage offi  ces.
Students must provide valid student ID and 
proof of enrollment (minimum 6 units). 
Please bring originals with copies.
For more information, call (408) 794-1090.
Get parking information, directions, maps 
and more at sjdowntownparking.com
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A screenshot of a user playing Where’s Bazomb? The mobile application combines the concept of a game with the features of 
a daily deal finder. Photo courtesy of Tony Bautista
New mobile application 
checks-in to San Jose 
By Christina Molina
@ms_cmolina
Where’s Bazomb?, a new mobile app that 
combines the concept of a game and a daily 
deal finder, has become available for anyone 
carrying a smartphone within the San Jose 
area. 
Tony Bautista, creator of the application, 
filed a patent in February 2012 and in a matter 
of months, introduced Where’s Bazomb? to 
the market in June 2012 to Apple’s App Store 
and Google Play. 
Though June marks when the applica-
tion first became available for users, Bautista 
reserved Aug. 2, 2012 as the official launch 
date for Where’s Bazomb? in San Luis Obispo. 
He now presents his invention to the 
Silicon Valley and spoke with the Spartan Dai-
ly about his expansion in San Jose, beginning 
with an official event at La Lune Sucrée today 
and tomorrow.
Spartan Daily: What exactly is your mobile 
application Where’s Bazomb?
Bautista: Where’s Bazomb? is a location-
based check-in app where players can earn 
great deals and a chance to win cash. Where’s 
Bazomb? is a next-generation mobile app 
combining cool concepts like check-ins, daily 
deals, and sweepstakes. Where’s Bazomb? is 
free to download at the App Store or Google 
Play and is free to play.
 SD: Where did the idea for this mobile 
application come from?
B: Bazomb was the only “pure play” so-
cial media company in this market. Our 
competitors were the local TV station, the 
local newspaper, a coupon magazine and 
others. We decided to figure out a way to leap-
frog our competition. This was the start of 
Where’s Bazomb?.
SD: How would you compare Where’s 
Bazomb? to other leading mobile applications?
B: Where’s Bazomb? is a location-based 
check-in app similar to Foursquare. We also 
combined the concepts of Groupon (daily 
deals) and Publishers Clearing House (sweep-
stakes.) The main difference is Where’s Ba-
zomb? provides players immediate and tangi-
ble benefits when checking in with no money 
out-of-pocket.
SD: Is the mobile application specific to 
location and/or certain businesses?
B: No. Where’s Bazomb? uses the location 
services of a smartphone. We will be talking to 
businesses within a 5-mile radius from SJSU to 
sponsor the game.
SD: Describe the process of creating and 
refining Where’s Bazomb?
B: We’re from the San Luis Obispo area 
and we piloted Where’s Bazomb? for four 
months last year there, which was from 
August through November. We refined and 
proved Where’s Bazomb? during this time 
frame. We ran over 100 games with local busi-
nesses and grew our player base from zero to 
over 600 players. We emailed over 1,000 daily 
deal vouchers and we gave away over $5,000. 
In all, Where’s Bazomb? was a huge success. 
That’s when we decided to bring Where’s Ba-
zomb? to a major metropolitan area and de-
cided on San Jose.
SD: What is this launch event all about 
happening at La Lune Sucrée?
B: La Lune Sucrée is sponsoring Where’s 
Bazomb? on Wednesday, Jan. 23 and Thurs-
day, Jan. 24. Game times are their business 
hours, which is 8 a.m. to 6 p.m. on both 
days. For example when a player checks-in 
at La Lune Sucrée, they will have a chance of 
winning the $100 grand prize and the $25 
daily prize by just playing the game. The grand 
prize is progressive and will grow by $25 per 
game until someone wins it. The $25 daily 
prize is raffled off to all players that play the 
La Lune Sucrée game. Where’s Bazomb? will 
be setting up a tent in front of La Lune Sucrée 
from 8 a.m. to 2 p.m. and we’ll be giving away 
cool stuff to everyone we talk to.
SD: What advice would you give students 
who want to turn an innovative idea into a 
successful business? 
B: Passion, resourcefulness and perse-
verance is what will make your idea real. 
Believe in yourself but be honest with 
yourself as well. If people around you think 
you’re crazy, you’re on to something.
Christina Molina is the Spartan Daily A&E 
editor.
Q&A
Classifieds
 Announcements
Edited by Timothy E. Parker January, 23, 2013
DEAL! By Hank Bowman
Services
Place your ads ONLINE at
www.Spartandaily.com/advertising
You can also place 
classifieds through the 
Spartan Daily Ad office.
Call us at 408.924.3270 or 
visit us in DBH 209.
Call us at 
408.924.3270
or
Visit us in
DBH 209
Need a roomate?
Want to sell your books?
Looking for furniture?
Selling school supplies?
Need volunteers?
Job opportunity?
Room for rent?
Universal Crossword
Today’s Crossword Puzzle
DISCLAIMER
The Spartan Daily makes no claim for 
products or services advertised below 
nor is there any guarantee implied.  The 
classified columns of the Spartan Daily 
consist of paid advertising and offers 
are not approved or verified by the 
newspaper. Certain advertisements in 
these columns may refer the reader 
to specific telephone numbers or 
addresses for additional information. 
Classified readers should be reminded 
that, when making these further 
contacts, they should require complete 
information before sending money for 
goods or services.  In addition, readers 
should carefully investigate all firms 
offering employment listings or coupons 
for discount vacations or merchandise. 
How To Play
Complete the grid so that 
every row, column and 3 by 3 
box contains every digit from 
1 to 9 inclusively.
Check back daily for new su-
doku puzzles and solutions.
Check here for daily 
solutions from previous 
sudoku puzzles .
ACROSS
 1 Member of the 
track team
 6 Lost  
brightness
 11 Bub
  4\ZPJMVYHÄST
 15 “Arrivederci!”
 16 Longoria  
of TV
  7SHJL[VNL[
MVVKX\PJRS`
 20 “One ___ cus-
tomer”
 21 Muses’ number
 22 Homeowner’s 
HKKP[PVUHSSPHIPS-
P[`
   ;YV\ISLZVTL
auto
  6SKWOV[V[PU[
  ¸)LYSPU.HTL¹
author Deighton
 32 What the fat 
SHK`ZPUNZ&
 33 Musicians 
Redbone and 
9\ZZLSS
  :HSPUNLY^VYR
(with “The”)
  (YN\TLU[ÅH^Z
 43 “I need ___!” 
KLZWLYH[L
admission)
  (S[LYUH[P]L 
to com, edu 
or net
 47 ___ ghost (is 
frightened)
   3HZ[6SKZTV-
IPSLTVKLS
  ;YH]LSLY»ZWSHUL 
\WNYHKL
  *VSKYLNPVUN\SS
YLSH[P]L
 54 ___ and ca-
IVVKSL
  -VJHSWVPU[
  )VSP]PH»ZULPNO-
bor (Abbr.)
 65 AM/FM  
HWWHYH[\Z
 66 Donor
 67 Mao ___-tung
 68 Change one’s 
Z[VY`&
   +\LSPUNZ^VYKZ
DOWN
 1 Submissions to 
an ed.
   0PU.LYTHU`
   9PUNV»ZQVOU&
 4 Boot one on 
[OLÄLSKP[»Z
human
   4HY`3V\VM
N`TUHZ[PJZ
fame
   *HWHJP[HUJL
units
   +VZPTWSLTH[O
 8 Use it to get a 
ZUHRLL`L
    (SSL[LYUP[ `
WVL[PJHSS`
  -PaaSLKÄYL-
cracker
 11 Like a drudge’s 
SHIVY
  .L[HUL`LMVY
HUL`L
  :^H`H[OPNO
ZWLLK
 18 Ending for 
¸IHSS¹VY¸IHZZ¹
 19 Marathon com-
WHU`
  >PSSIL[V+VYPZ
+H`
  :LUKVɈHZ
broadcast 
waves
  -SPLY»ZZLH[
choice
  .YHTT`^PU-
ner Etheridge 
or Manchester
 26 Dentist’s 
request
 27 Sing Sing disor-
der
  /`WLYIVSPJ
function
 29 Fond du ___, 
Wis.
  )SHJR7HU[OLYZ
co-founder 
)VII`
 36 Parasite’s need
  )HZPJ\[PS
 38 React to a one-
two
 39 Actress  
7LYSTHU
 40 Asian tent
 41 Teamwork 
deterrent
 44 “Queen ___” 
,SSH-P[aNLY-
HSK»ZUPJRUHTL
  FFF0ZSHUKZP[L
of a New York 
WYPZVU
  :LH[[SLIVYU
rock genre
  /H]LHWYH`LY
request
   ¸(SS[OL^VYSK»Z
___”
  ;VVRHSVHKVɈ
 52 “To ___, With 
Love”
 56 Before, to a 
bard
 57 Butting bighorn
  3P[LYHY`[YPI\[L
 59 Shark’s  
HWWLUKHNL
 60 Big shot
 61 “___ got it” 
V\[ÄLSKLY»Z
JHSS
 62 Young  
IH[[LY»ZIHSS
Z\WWVY[LY
 63 Mos. turn into 
them
 How To
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Banishing the “assault” weapon
Guns don’t kill people. 
People kill people. I’m not 
generally anti-gun, but I 
object to the presence in 
civil society of a class of 
weapons whose only niche 
purpose in a civil context is 
murder and mayhem.
Like I said, I’m not anti-
gun — I’m not advocating 
for the complete elimina-
tion of guns from society.
I’m certainly not a paci-
fist, and my heart does not bleed.
It is my fundamental belief that 
citizens of this country should be 
allowed the freedom to own some 
form of weaponry.
It’s a deadly freedom that comes 
with a h e av y  c o s t ,  b u t  i t ’s  s t i l l 
a  freedom.
Nonetheless, I heartily support 
the president’s proposed gun-con-
trol legislation.
Guns are just tools, inherently 
amoral, as good or evil as the people 
who wield them — There is no malev-
olent spirit lurking within the metal 
and plastic.
Tools are built for a specific pur-
pose and environment, and so called 
“assault” weapons are tools that have 
no application in civilian hands.
Any gun can be used of course 
to kill a human being, but guns de-
signed for the military, such as as-
sault rifles, are designed specifically 
from the ground up to kill other hu-
man beings, who are also trying to 
kill you.
They are designed to be carried 
by solders in an intense combat en-
vironment — an environment that 
we civilians almost never find our-
selves in.
It’s irrational to own a tool for a 
job that will never be yours to do.
I’m not actually advocating for 
the elimination of these weapons. 
There is no such thing as overkill 
when it comes to arming our fight-
ing men and women.
I just believe this class of weapon 
should be seen only in the hands of 
the people they were designed for.
We Americans have a long and 
proud tradition in marksmanship, 
hunting, and general recreational 
shooting that is unlikely to ever fade 
away, but what is the sport that re-
quires the shooter to deliver 30-100 
rounds of ammunition on target?
What display of marksmanship 
and skill demands raw firepower?
What civilian activity demands 
suppressing fire?
That only real civil situation that 
demands an assault weapon is get-
ting into shootouts with cops and 
mass murder — things most people, 
including me, tend to frown on.
Despite my support for the pro-
posed legislation, I’ve 
always been somewhat 
ambivalent about gun-
control laws.
One of the favorite 
arguments against gun 
control is the idea of 
need for robust civilian 
self-defense capability.
According to report 
by the Brady Center to 
Prevent Gun violence, 
less than five percent 
of guns involved in crimes were as-
sault weapons
For me, that calls into question 
the need for ordinary people to own 
assault rifles.
What’s wrong with a shotgun?
Ironically, this in itself is also an 
argument against gun legislation.
Gun-rights groups rightly point 
out that the vast majority of assault 
weapons are owned by perfectly 
law-abiding citizens, and that ban-
ning assault weapons would have no 
meaningful effect on gun violence in 
this country.
But are these reasons good 
enough to counter those against as-
sault weapons?
Not for me.
I am generally quite pleased 
with the provisions of the proposed 
legislation — one of which is essen-
tially a repeat of the ‘90s-era assault 
weapon ban.
I do have somewhat mixed feel-
ings about what they plan on as far as 
specifics.
The earlier ban was plagued with 
episodes of idiocy that went a long 
way to discrediting it.
Its real problem was that it was 
drafted by politicians, not experts, 
who were fixated as much on what 
a “military-style” assault weapon 
looked like rather than it’s actual 
functionality, banning specific fire-
arms and features that looked danger-
ous regardless of their actual effect.
For example, one provision was that 
rifles were then prohibited from having 
pistol grips — like most military rifles, 
despite this having no meaningful ef-
fect on the weapon’s performance. It 
just made it look less “military.”
This is just one of many examples 
of almost comical ignorance but, in 
spite of this, the bulk of the law was 
reasonable and rational, even if it left 
some gaping loopholes.
Obama’s new law mirrors the 
old law in its practical specifics, 
which, for the most part, mirror 
my own views.
I don’t think 10 bullets are too few, 
and I don’t think that a rifle needs to 
be short enough to hide under a coat.
10 bullets don’t sound like 
much, but that could be 10 rounds 
of .308 rifle bullets, or 10 rounds of 
heavy buckshot.
A 12-gauge shotgun with a half-
dozen shells is still one hell of a 
lethal weapon and ideal for actual 
home defense.
Long barrels are more accu-
rate than shorter ones. The only 
reason for a short barrel is to save 
weight (I guess if you’re a back-
packer) and to allow that weapon 
to be carried and used in confined 
spaces and vehicles.
I don’t recall there being a com-
petitive drive-by shooting sport.
Outside of an all-out gun battle, 
automatic fire capability has no 
place in civil society.
Even the military rarely go 
full-auto with their rifles, it’s 
sloppy and wasteful. Suppression 
fire is generally left to much larger 
true machine guns, and I certainly 
hope to never see one of those in 
the streets!
Banning fully-automatic weap-
ons would have no impact on 
mainstream recreational shooting 
activities, which are all about accu-
racy, not firepower.
It’s also one hell of a danger-
ous game animal that requires 
suppressing fire, but then assault 
rifles were designed for hunting 
much more dangerous game: other 
gun-toting humans.
One of the biggest new things 
in Obama’s law is the elimination 
of a gaping legal loophole that has 
allowed countless assault weapons 
to be legally sold, without a back-
ground check, at places like gun 
shows and other venues.
Legislating Americans’ rights 
has always been a tricky, prickly 
and occasionally violent busi-
ness, requiring a delicate balance 
between freedom and community 
safety.
It concerns me that our cur-
rent batch of politicians seem pa-
tently unable to tread the waters 
of compromise and conciliation, 
and I don’t believe the passage of new 
gun-control laws is a sure thing at all.
The National Rifle Association 
and the firearms industry are an 
enormously wealthy and powerful 
influence in today’s politics.
I know that no laws are perfect, 
and I know that the proposed legisla-
tion will have only a slight effect on 
violence in this country, but I believe 
the strikes against the law cannot 
outweigh the strikes against civilian 
assault weapons.
It is my sincere hope that this 
legislation survives the political 
gauntlet and makes our nation just 
a little bit safer for all. 
Chris Marian is the Spartan Daily 
opinion editor. Follow him on Twitter 
@ ChrisMarian1.
Chris Marian’s column
appears every other 
Wednesday.
Welcome back from
the Spartan Daily
The Spartan Daily 
is excited that anoth-
er semester is upon 
us. We welcome the 
SJSU community back 
and hope that all of 
you had an enjoyable 
break.
I have the plea-
sure of serving as the 
executive editor for the Spartan 
Daily this semester and am really 
looking forward to the experience. 
I am hoping that this semester 
will be the best yet for the Daily.
We have a great group of 
editors on staff this semester that 
have been planning over the last 
few weeks for the start of classes. 
We will also be welcoming a 
brand new group of writers to our 
staff today and I hope that they 
will enjoy their time on staff as 
much as I have.
A new semester for the Daily 
means a new staff and a new 
group of editors running the pub-
lication and its website. 
Along with the new semester 
comes new ways of doing things 
and I truly hope that we can keep 
improving to make every issue of 
the paper better than the previous 
one.
For the editors and staff the 
Spartan Daily is a valuable learn-
ing tool and an amazing experi-
ence. We learn something new 
from each and every issue that we 
publish.
The Daily is also valuable re-
source for the entire SJSU com-
munity and I really hope that the 
campus will take advantage of 
that resource this semester. 
One of my biggest goals for the 
Daily this semester is to increase 
the level of interaction that we 
have with our readers.
I invite the campus com-
munity to contact us with any 
questions, comments, concerns 
or ideas that you may have. We 
value the input of our readers and 
would love to hear from you.
If there is a particular issue on 
campus that is bothering you or if 
you just heard about something 
that you think our readers should 
be aware of send us an email and 
let us know. 
The Spartan Daily aims to in-
form its readers about what is 
happening on and around cam-
pus, so please let us know what 
problems you might be facing, 
what you like about campus and 
what you don’t. 
Sometimes we hear things from 
our readers that we wouldn’t have 
known if they didn’t reach out to us.
We hope that our 
readers will follow us 
on Facebook and Twit-
ter and interact with our 
posts. 
If there is something 
you really want to know 
or always wondered 
about tweet to us or post 
on our Facebook page. 
We post our stories on Face-
book and also tweet them every-
day so please don’t hesitate to 
comment on our stories, ask us 
questions or tell us how you feel 
about these issues.
There is a lot of change hap-
pening all around us. You can see 
it on this campus, throughout the 
CSU system and throughout the 
entire state. In this issue alone 
you will find many stories about 
changes taking place all around 
us.
In our news section today you 
will find a story about the CSU 
partnering with Udacity, a Silicon 
Valley start-up in a pilot program 
that will provide online classes 
for students. SJSU is at the center 
of the center of this pilot.
You will also find a story about 
the increase in applications to the 
CSU and also SJSU in particular. 
Over winter break elm trees 
across campus were cut down be-
cause they had interior decay.
As the world around us chang-
es, the Daily hopes to be at the 
forefront of changing the way we 
report our news to you. We plan to 
do this by posting stories as soon 
as information becomes available 
to us. You will know what we know 
as we find out about it. Stay tuned 
and check our website often.
The Opinion page of the Spar-
tan Daily is a public forum and 
just another way to interact with 
us. Send us a letter to the editor 
when you read something that 
you like or even something that 
you don’t like. 
Let us know about important 
issues on campus that matter to 
you.
If you have any ideas for new 
sections of the paper or stories 
please let us know.
You will see us on campus pass-
ing out copies of the paper and 
setting up tables where we will be 
interacting with the community. 
Come on up to us and don’t be 
afraid to say hello.
We wish all of you a great first 
day of school and we look forward 
to hearing from you this semester.
Margaret Baum is the Spartan 
Daily executive editor. Follow her on 
Twitter @SD_mbaum.
Submit letters to 
the editor to:
spartandaily@gmail.com
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Diseased trees removed from campus during winter session
By Melanie Martinez
 @meltinez
Some students returning to classes to-
day may notice a change in the campus 
landscape, which is now noticeably missing 
many of its trademark elm trees.
According to a news release from the 
Facilities Development and Operations de-
partment, a limb of a diseased elm fell on 
MacQuarrie Hall last summer and damaged 
the building.
While there were no injuries, the release 
stated that a professional arborist was hired 
to investigate the condition and health of 
the 31 elms on campus and discovered that 
“many of the elms were suffering from inte-
rior decay and pose a potential safety hazard 
to the campus due to a lack of structural in-
tegrity.”
Many of the trees were cut down and re-
moved during the Winter 2012 session to 
keep students, faculty and buildings safe, 
said Christopher Brown, associate vice 
president of facilities development and
operations.
The trees were infected with a disease 
that hollowed out many of their trunks and 
left some of them only about an inch thick, 
Brown said.
“We didn’t want to remove many of 
these trees,” Brown said. “But if we ex-
perience an earthquake or even strong 
winds on campus those trees would likely 
fall down and injure people or (damage) 
buildings.”
The project has cost the department 
about $100,000 so far, but it is a necessary 
expense to keep people safe, he said.
Not all of the elms on campus were cut 
down during the break but the remain-
der will eventually need to be removed 
because of disease, stated the news
 release.
“We cut down a couple redwood trees to 
make room for the expansion of the amphi-
theater (Spartan Complex),” Brown said. 
“We then sent all of the usable wood to a 
lumberyard so the project would be sustain-
able.”
Brown said that later this spring, the 
Campus Planning Board will decide on ap-
propriate types of trees that will replace 
those that were removed.
These will be important decisions, he 
said, because only some kinds of trees will 
flourish with the recycled water system the 
campus utilizes.
Brown said he never wants to see trees 
removed but it is necessary to preserve the 
urban forest landscape on campus.
“Part of maintaining an urban forest 
means that trees should be replaced regu-
larly,” Brown said. “Ensuring trees have the 
correct amount of space to grow means is 
part of the maintenance.”
Melanie Martinez is the Spartan Daily 
managing editor.
CAMPUS
By Rebecca Duran
 @becca_duran
Students looking for art exhibits can 
venture into Martin Luther King Jr. Library 
and take a look at three different displays in 
January and February.
At Home and Abroad
At Home and Abroad: Art Exhibit by 
Kay Keeshan is on display on the second 
floor in The Jennifer and Philip DiNapoli 
Gallery until Jan. 24. The gallery contains 
40 watercolor and pastel works of scenes 
in California, the U.S., European spots, 
and still lifes, according to the exhibit 
information.
“Paris Cafe,” a watercolor, depicts a tran-
quil scene of people sitting in front of a cafe 
along with passers-by. The people are depict-
ed with no faces.
“Fish” is a watercolor piece also done with 
pen and ink, depicting multicolored fish 
with an effect that looks like they really have 
scales.
“California Crossroads” is a watercolor 
depicting a field with trees of red, green and 
yellow leaves.
“Paris Carousel” is a watercolor depicting 
a carousel with several horses and a multicol-
ored background.
Another piece on display is “Blue Glen,” a 
blue watercolor with some accents of white 
and green.
War Brides Past and Present
On the fourth floor is an exhibit called 
War Brides Past and Present, displayed until 
Feb. 27.
The exhibit is a nod to the 67th anniversa-
ry of the War Brides Act passed by congress. 
The law was passed for women, men and chil-
dren who wanted to come to the U.S. to be 
with a serviceman or servicewoman, accord-
ing to the exhibit information.
The exhibit contains photos of the couples 
and their story as told by the wives.
One couple was Miron and Anastasia Sky, 
who married March 14, 1945. The story 
explains how they met in a small Russian 
Orthodox church in London, and were mar-
ried for 59 years.
Another couple was Dorothy Edith and 
Everett Pence, who married on March 30, 
1943. They met in Brisbane, Australia. Af-
ter having their daughter on the USS W. A. 
Mann, Edith arrived in San Pedro, California 
to live with her husband Pence.
The Art of Emory Douglas - Powerful 
Images Changing the World
“The Art of Emory Douglas Powerful 
Images Changing the World” is on display 
on the fifth floor in the Cultural Heritage 
Center. The exhibit is sponsored by the Af-
ricana Advisory Committee, Cultural Heri-
tage Center, SJSU Black Student Union, the 
African-American Studies department and 
the African American Faculty Staff and As-
sociation.
Sophomore undeclared major Kevin Gon-
zalez said he already knew about Douglas’ 
work and decided to look at the exhibit.
“I was just looking for art exhibits, walked 
here and found this,” he said. “I’ve heard of 
the artist and was just interested in learning 
more about his work.”
The exhibit, on display until Feb. 27, is 
Douglas’ depiction of the Black Panther Par-
ty and its struggles in the 1960s and 1970s. 
He was the minister of Culture of the Black 
Panther Party from 1967 until its end in the 
1980s, according to the exhibit information.
Such pieces include a painting of a woman 
that says “Vote for survival” and “Free food 
program” and two paintings depicting the 
same woman, but with different colors in 
each painting.
Rebecca Duran is a Spartan Daily copy edi-
tor.
Art exhibits hit King Library as students return to campus
EXHIBITS
Artist Emory Douglas (pictured) created the exhibit The Art of Emory Douglas- Powerful Images 
Changing the World on display at the King Library. Photo by Raphael Solomon / Spartan Daily
Workers cut down sick elm trees outside the Event Center during the Winter 2012 session. Photo by Margaret Baum / Spartan Daily
Chopped-down trees are piled on the lawn of the Associated Students’ House as students return to 
campus for the beginning of the new semester. Photo by Leo Postovoit / Spartan Daily
An employee from Bay Area Tree Specialists grinds a stump from a 
tree cut from in front of the Associated Students’ House. Photo by 
Raphael Kluzniok / Spartan Daily
